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1. PRESENTATION
The central character of the education programme "The adventures of Pospolo", designed for
children aged between 3 and 6, is Pospolo, a grey heron chick that lives in Salburua. In an
entertaining and pleasant manner, this bird will explain what it is like to live in Salburua, what animals
and plants live there, why it is important and what we can do to look after it and conserve it.

2. WHO’S IT FOR?
The aims and didactic contents of this programme are adapted to the curricula of Pre-school
Education pupils.
But the programme can also be followed by any other group (play centres, summer camps, etc.)
that wishes to complete its programme with the contents set out in this guide.

3. AIMS
The main aims are as follows:

. Discover, examine, feel, explore, come into contact with nature.
. Inspire pre-school children to take an interest in getting to know natural spaces, animals and

plants.
. Foster a sense of respect and care for other living beings and for the environment.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMME
The programme's general approach is as follows:

4.1. PRIOR TO THE VISIT
A number of activities can be done previously with pupils in school. These are optional but
advisable so that pupils can form a positive attitude towards the visit and so that they can take
maximum advantage of it. In these activities, the subject is introduced, previous knowledge is
assessed, pupils are stimulated ahead of the visit and are given help in order to acquire a basic
knowledge about what they are going to see during the visit.
With the aid of the illustrated story of Pospolo, presented in Power-Point format, teachers
provide their students with an overview of the Salburua wetlands, inviting them and
encouraging them to get to know Pospolo, who accompanies them on their visit to Salburua,
showing them what it is like there in winter.
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Appendix I corresponds to PowerPoint 1 and the teacher guide.
Additionally, pupils may be given drawings of aquatic birds (ducks, geese, coots, etc.) or
landscapes for them to colour in and decorate the classroom. They may also be shown
photographs of Salburua at different times of the year.

4.2. CONDUCTING THE VISIT
The story "The adventures of Pospolo" provides the common thread for the activity.

4.2.1. Timing
The programme takes place late autumn, early winter, in class time, between the months of
December and January. The programme lasts 2.5 hours and 20 min of that time is dedicated to
lunch.
Pupils are divided into three subgroups that do the same activities but in a different order, taking
turns to do three different activities:

. Excursion to Duranzarra Lake. This consists of a short walk allowing pupils to enter in direct

contact with the Salburua wetlands in winter. As an alternative, when the weather is very bad,
the Ataria interpretation centre has a number of rooms for activities.
. Classroom-workshop, equipped with tables and chairs, where pupils can draw, paint, cut out,
look at real nests, etc.
. Children's classroom equipped with a ball pool.

1st Subgroup

2nd Subgroup

3rd Subgroup

EXCURSION

WORKSHOP

CHILDREN´S
CLASSROOM

L U N C H

WORKSHOP
CHILDREN´S
CLASSROOM

CHILDREN´S
CLASSROOM

EXCURSION

EXCURSION

WORKSHOP

Subgroup rotation diagram
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4.2.2 Activities to be carried out and contents to be developed

AREAS

ACTIVITIES

CONTENTS

RECEPTION

Presentation

Welcome pupils to
the programme, organise subgroups, Questions-answers
assess the level of
previous knowledge.

EXCURSION

With or without
life?

Telling the difference between living
beings and inert
beings.

Observing one’s
surroundings. Questions-answers.

Pospolo’s song.

Learn by singing.

Song /
Movement /
Gestures.

Spell – animals or
plants?

Differentiating between animals and
plants.

Game

Let’s look after
Salburua!

Observing and
Understanding that
analysing several
some of our acactions representions have negative
ted by means of
effects on Salburua.
drawings.

Everything in its
place.

What animals need
in order to live.
Differentiating
between wild and
domestic animals.

CLASSROOM-WORKSHOP

Viewing nests of the
Pospolo’s nest is… grey heron, blackbird
and wagtail and
their respective eggs.

CHILDREN’S
CLASSROOM

METHODOLOGY

Printing animals
using ink pads on a
large-size mural.

Observing and
comparing sizes,
materials, colours,
numbers, etc.

Let’s not spoil
the lakes!

Understanding that
our actions have an
influence on the
conservation of
Salburua.

Collecting rubbish
in the simulation
of a lake.

Pospolo and Lobato!

Differences and
similarities between
the grey heron and
the mallard.

Observing animals.
Colouring in.

The sounds of
animals

Identifying animals by means of
sounds.

Encouraging the use
of the sense of hearing. Knowing the
meanings of certain
sounds.

The ball pool.

Enjoying the installations of the children’s classroom.

Game.
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Diagram of the time dedicated to each activity

AREA
AREA
ACTIVITY
AREA
ACTIVIDAD
RECEPTION
RECEPCION

DURATION
DURACION

10’

Story
Cuento
I1-¿Con
o sin vida?
E1Withvida
or without
life?
ITINERARIO
I2-La
canción de
Pospolo
E2
- Pospolo´s
song
EXCURSION
I3-Encantamiento: ¿animales o
E3 - Spell – animals or plants?
plantas?
E4 - Let's look
after Salburua!
Salburua!
I4-¡Vamos
a cuidar

55´
10´
10
55´

Story
Cuento
Cw1
- Everything
its place.
T1- Cada
cosa en suinsitio
Cw2
nest is…
T2- El- Pospolo's
nido de Pospolo
es…
Cw3
- Let's
not spoil the
T3- No
ensuciemos
laslakes!
balsas
T4-¡Pospolo
Lobato!
Cw4
- Pospoloyand
Lobato!

55´
10´
10
10
10´
10´
10
55´

Story
Cuento
Cc1
- The
soundsde
of animals
A1-Los
sonidos
los animales

55´
15´
15
20´
20

AULA
CLASSROOMTALLER
WORKSHOP

AULA
CHILDREN'SCLASSROOM
INFANTIL

Cc2
- The ball
A2-Piscina
depool
bolas
LUNCH
Almuerzo

40’

10´
10

10
10´
TOTAL
2HOURS
TOTAL:
2H
30MIN
DURATION:
30MIN

40’

40’
20’

4.3. FOLLOWING THE VISIT
In conclusion, in order to remember what we have seen in Salburua and to see whether
the expected objectives have been complied with, three different endings for this story,
illustrated with coloured drawings in PowerPoint format, are proposed. Pupils can choose
the ending they like best and explain to the rest of the class why they have chosen it. They
can also invent a different ending. For the smallest children, the teacher may choose one
of three options directly. It is proposed that pupils draw the ending they have chosen and
send it to Ataria. The drawings received will be posted on our website (www.ataria.es) and
exhibited on the panel in Ataria’s classroom-workshop.
Appendix II includes the second and last part of the story, together with the teacher's guide.
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5. CONTENTS

5.1. CONCEPTUAL CONTENTS
Living beings and inert beings.
Animals and plants.
What animals need in order to live.
Domestic and wild animals.
General characteristics of living beings: different kinds of living beings;
differences and similarities; the sounds that animals make.
Salburua changes with the seasons. Salburua in winter.
People and Salburua: beneficial relationships and harmful relationships.

5.2. METHODOLOGICAL CONTENTS
Memorising songs.
Understanding fictional narratives (stories) and relating fictitious elements to real ones.
Imitating the sounds animals make.
Learning to observe the environment, landscapes, animals and plants.
Understanding that nature changes with the passage of time and the seasons.
Enjoying nature with one's senses: hearing, touch, sight, …

5.3. ATTITUDINAL CONTENTS
Awakening an interest and curiosity in living beings and natural landscapes.
Knowing and respecting animals, plants and the places where they live.
Taking responsibility (at their level) for looking after animals (pets) and domestic plants.
Respecting the likes and opinions of other people.
Enjoying outdoor activities in touch with nature.
Contributing to the care and conservation of natural spaces.

3
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6. ADAPTING THE PROGRAMME TO THE ORGANIC LAW
ON EDUCATION
"The adventures of Pospolo" is an independent project but, at the same time, it is compliant
with the requirements of the current formal education system, in other words, with the Organic
Law on Education (ORGANIC LAW 2 of May 3, 2006, on Education) and its adaptation in the
Autonomous Community of the Basque Country.
It complies, therefore, with the contents established in the curriculum for the corresponding
educational level and with the ultimate objective of providing basic skills.
a) Main area: Knowledge of the environment.
b) Subjet: "The adventures of Pospolo"
c) Course: Pre-school education
d) Context of the proposal:
Wetlands are very special ecosystems with very important functions, many of which are vital:
they collect, retain, filter and purify rainwater, they refill aquifers, support a high level of
biological diversity and are of great cultural importance as man has chosen to live near them
since ancient times. They are also of great economic value because of the products they offer.
And despite everything, they have been the victims of drainage, contamination and other
actions that have destroyed these fertile and productive ecosystems. They represent
incomparable environments and educational resources of great interest for people from all
walks of life, but especially for young children. As well as establishing emotional bonds, a
knowledge of these places and an understanding of the processes that take place in them are
essential to enable the managers, politicians, businessmen and women and citizens of the
future to protect, care for and manage all these natural treasures in an adequate manner.
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e) Basic skills:
1) Skills in scientific, technological and health culture.
2) Skills in learning how to learn
3) Mathematical skills
4) Skills in linguistic communications
5) Skills in processing information and digital skills
6) Social skills and as a member of society
7) Skills in humanistic and artistic culture
8) Skills for self-reliance and personal initiative
*Relationships according to activity:

AREA
AREA
BEFORE
PREVIO

VISIT
VISITA

ITINERARIO
EXCURSION

TITLE
TITULO

ID

The adventures
of Pospolo
Humedal
de Salburua
en invierno
Withvida
or without
life?
¿Con
o sin vida?
Pospolo’s
song
La
canción de
Pospolo
Encantamiento: animales o
Spell: Animals or plants?
plantas
Let´s look
after Salburua!
Salburua!
¡Vamos
a cuidar

P1
P1

I1
E1

3

4

5

6

7

8

E3
I3
E4
I4

Cw1
AT1

Pospoloyand
Lobato!
¡Pospolo
Lobato!

Cw4
AT4

animales
Thesonidos
soundsde
oflos
animals
CHLDREN´S Los
AULA INFANTIL
CLASSROOM La
The
ball pool
piscina
de bolas
Theaventuras
adventures
Pospolo
Las
deof
Pospolo
AFTER
POSTERIOR
(PowerPoint
(Power
Point 2)
2)

2

E2
I2

Everything
place
Cada
cosa eninsuits
sitio

Pospolo's
nest is…
nido de Pospolo
es…
CLASSROOM El
AULA TALLER
WORKSHOP ¡No
Let’s
not spoil the
ensuciemos
las lakes!
balsas!

1

Cw2
AT2
Cw3
AT3
Cc1
AI1
Cc2
AI1

P2
P2

*Relationships according to skill:
1. Skills in scientific, technological and health culture.
P1, E1, E2, E3, E4, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cw4, Cc1, Cc2, P2
Adequate perception of the physical space in which life and human activities are carried out on
a large scale and in one's immediate surroundings.
Being aware of the influence that the presence of people has on natural spaces, their
settlements, their activities, the modifications they make and the resultant landscapes.
The importance for all human beings to benefit from progress and for progress to favour the
conservation of natural resources and diversity and maintain global and intergenerational
solidarity.
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2. Skills in learning how to learn

P1, E1, E2, E3, E4, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cw4, Cc1, Cc2, P2
Skills for setting out on the process of learning and to continue learning in an ever more efficient and autonomous
manner in accordance with the objectives and needs themselves.
Skills for obtaining information, either individually or in collaboration with others, in order to transform this
information into knowledge.
3. Mathematical skills

Cw4
Using and relating numbers, their basic operations, symbols and forms of expression and mathematical
reasoning.
Resolving problems relating to daily life and the workplace.
4. Skills in linguistic communications

E1, E2, E3, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cc1
Use of language as an oral and written instrument of communication and representation: interpretation and
comprehension of reality, of building and communicating knowledge and of the organisation and self-regulation of
thought, emotions and conduct.
Skills that allow one to seek, collect and process information; to achieve competence in the understanding,
composition and use of different types of texts with the intention to communicate or develop creative skills.
5. Processing information and digital competence

6. Social skills as a member of society

E1, E2, E3, E4, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cw4, Cc1, Cc2
Awareness of the values of the environment, assessing these and reconstructing these in an emotional and rational
manner in order to gradually create one's own system of values and behave coherently in accordance with them in order
to confront a decision or conflict.
Integrating different forms of knowledge and complex skills that allow one to participate, make decisions and choose how
to behave in certain situations.
Being a member of the public, acting in accordance with one's own criteria, contributing to the construction of peace and
democracy and maintaining a constructive, caring and responsible attitude in one's compliance with civic rights and
obligations.
7. Cultural and artistic skills

P1, E1, Cw1, Cw2, P2
Express oneself and communicate in order to perceive, understand and improve oneself using different situations
and productions from the world of art and culture.
Encourage initiative, imagination and creativity.
In those activities that involve working in groups, cooperation skills are essential in order to be able to make a
contribution to achieving a final result and to gain an awareness of the importance of supporting and appreciating
the initiatives and contributions of others.
8. Self-sufficiency and personal initiative

P1,E2, E3, E4, Cw1, Cw2, Cw3, Cw4, Cc1, Cc2, P2
Acquire an awareness of a set of interrelated personal values and attitudes and their application.
To the extent that the qualities of self-reliance and personal initiative involve working with other people, these
attributes require the acquisition of social skills in order to relate to others, cooperate and work in a team.
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7. INSERTING THESE ACTIVITIES IN THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM
CONOCIMIENTO
DEL ENTORNO
KNOWLEDGE
OF ONE'S
ENVIRONMENT
EDUCACIÓN
INFANTIL
PRE-SCHOOL
EDUCATION
CONTENIDOS
CONTENTS

ACTIVIDADES
ACTIVITIES

FIRST
CYCLE
PRIMER
CICLO

BLOQUE
1:
BLOCK 1:
INTERACCIÓNWITH
CON
INTERACTION
EL
MEDIO
FÍSICO
Y
THE PHYSICAL AND
NATURAL
NATURAL
MILIEU

Observation yand
exploration
of a number
of diffeObservación
exploración
de diversos
espacios
y de
rentobjetos
spacespresentes
and the objects
through
los
en ellospresent
a travésin
dethem
la realización
the
performance
of
actions.
Making
verbalisations
de acciones. Realización de verbalizaciones asociadas
associated
with the
of sensations,
theiry
al
descubrimiento
dediscovery
sensaciones,
características
characteristics
use.
utilidades
de losand
mismos.

Use of games
order en
to explain
the physical
milieu.
Utilización
delinjuego
la explicación
del entorno
Building
meanings
and
knowledge
through
actions
�ísico. Construcción de signi�icados y conocimientos
the environment.
aontravés
de la acción sobre el entorno.

E2,
E3,P2,
P2, AT3
Cw3
I2, I3,
E1,
E3,AT4,
Cw4,
I1,E2,
I2, I3,
Cw1,I4,
E4,AI1
Cc1
AT1,

Interestpor
in observar
observing
and a P1, E2, Cw4, Cw1,
Interés
loselements
elementosofdenature
la naturaleza
P1, I2, AT4, AT1,
natural phenomena.
Identi�ication de
of
ynumber
algunosoffenómenos
naturales. Identi�icación
Cc1
AI1
some of de
their
algunas
suscharacteristics.
características.

Curiosity, respect
care of hacia
animals
plants;y
Curiosidad,
respetoand
y cuidado
los and
animales
Cw3
anticipating
some of thede
effects
of de
their
las
plantas; anticipación
algunos
losactions
efectos on
de E1,
I1,E2,
I2, E3,
I3, E4,
I4, AT3
them.
sus
acciones sobre ellos.

Participación
en symbolic
actividades
deactivities
juego simbólico
Participation in
game
and the
BLOQUE
2:
BLOCK 2:
yassumption
asunción de
roles,to
para
iniciarse
en la
of diferentes
different roles,
begin
to compreLA VIDA
CON
LOS
LIVING
WITH
OTHERS
comprensión
de
su
entorno
social.
hend their social environment.
DEMÁS
Participation and
initiative
games.
Participación
e iniciativa
enin
juegos.
SEGUNDO
CICLO
SECOND
CYCLE

Identifying living
and other
present
Identi�icación
de beings
seres vivos
y de elements
otros elementos
in nature: en
rocks,
rivers, bridges,
presentes
la naturaleza:
rocas,etc.
ríos, puentes…

BLOCK 2:
BLOQUE
2:
AN APPROACH A
TOLA
ACERCAMIENTO
NATURE
NATURALEZA

E3,
I3,Cw3
AT3

E1,
Cc1,
I1,E2,
I2, E3,
I3, AI1
E2,
I2, E3
I3

Observation, differentiation
and yclassi�ication
of
Observación,
discriminación
clasi�icación
E2,
I2,E3,
I3, Cw4,
AT4, Cw1,
AT1,
animals
and plants
baseden
on base
certaina physical
and/or
de
animales
y planta
determinadas
Cc1,AI1,
Cw3AT3
functional features.
características
�ísicas y/o funcionales.
Curiosidad,
interésand
y respeto
naturaleza
y los
Curiosity, interest
respectpor
forlanature
and living
seres
vivos.
Toma deaware
conciencia
de laresponsibility
responsabilidad
beings.
Becoming
of the
of
de
las personas
en suand
cuidado
y actitud
crítica
ante
people
in their care
a critical
attitude
towards
actuaciones
negativas
el entorno.
negative actions
on thesobre
environment.

Interestpor
in pursuing
activities
in contact with
nature.
Interés
la realización
de actividades
en contacto
Assessment
of itsValoración
importancedefor
and wellcon
la naturaleza.
su health
importancia
para
being.
la
salud y el bienestar.
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I1, E2,
I2, I3,
E1,
E3,AT4,
Cw4,
AT1,
I4,
AI1,
Cw1, E4, Cc1
P2
P2
P1,
P1,E1,
I1,E2,
I2,E3,
I3,
I4
E4
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CONOCIMIENTO
DE SÍ MISMO
Y AUTONOMÍA
PERSONAL
KNOWLEDGE
OF ONESELF
AND PERSONAL
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PRE-SCHOOL
EDUCACIÓN EDUCATION
INFANTIL

CONTENTS
CONTENIDOS

ACTIVIDADES
ACTIVITIES

PRIMER
CICLO
FIRST CYCLE

BLOQUE
1:
BLOCK 1:
DESPERTAR
DE
AWAKENING
LA IDENTIDAD
PERSONAL
IDENTITY
PERSONAL
BLOCK 2:
BLOQUE
BIENESTAR
PERSONAL
PERSONAL
Y VIDA
WELL-BEING
AND
COTIDIANA
DAILY LIFE
BLOCK 2:
BLOQUE 2:
PLAYING AND
JUEGO Y
MOVEMENT
MOVIMIENTO
BLOQUE
BLOCK 4:
PERSONAL
CARE
EL CUIDADO
Y LA
PERSONAL
AND HEALTH
SALUD

Incorporating
procedures
Incorporación elementary
de pautas elementales
of
interaction
behaviour.
desocial
interacción
social ain
sutheir
comportamiento.
Progressive
and body
in
Progresivacoordination
coordinación
y control
control
activities
involve moving
whole
corporal that
en actividades
que their
impliquen
body.
movimiento global.

Collaboratione interés
and interest
in taking
Colaboración
por participar,
en
part, in thedecompany
anlaadult,
in the
compañía
un adulto,ofen
realización
performance
day-to-day
tasks
(listen
de
tareas de laofvida
cotidiana
(escuchar
to stories,
walking, etc. )
relatos,
pasear…)

SECOND
SEGUNDO
CICLO CYCLE

Understanding
acceptance
the
rules
Comprensión yand
aceptación
deoflas
reglas
of
the
game.
Assessment
of
their
need
and
del juego. Valoración de su necesidad
y
participation
their
participacióninen
sumodi�ication.
regulación.

Adapting
tonedel
andtono
posture
the characteAdaptación
y latopostura
a las
ristics
of the object,
other people,
of the
características
delofobjeto,
del otro,
de
action
and
of
the
situation.
la acción y de la situación.
Aceptación
y valoración
normas
Acceptance and
assessmentde
of las
standards
of
de
comportamiento
establecidas
para
la
behaviour established in order to regulate
regulación
de actividades
cotidianas:
day-to-day activities:
meals, rests,
hygiene
comidas,
descanso,initiative
higiene
y
and travel. Progressive
in their
desplazamientos.
Progresiva iniciativa
compliance.
en su cumplimiento.
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AT3
E1,I1,
E3,I3,Cw3
E3,I3,
Cw3
AT3

I1, E1,
I2, E2,
I3, E3,
AT4,
AT1,
I4,E4,
AI1
Cw4,
Cw1,
Cc1

I2,E3,
I3,Cw3
AT3
E1,I1,E2,
E3,
I3,P2,
P2,Cw3
AT3

I1,E1,
I2,E2,
I3,E3,
AT4,
Cw4,AT1,
Cw1,I4,
E4,AI1
Cc1

LANGUAGES:
COMMUNICATION
REPRESENTATION
LENGUAJES:
COMUNICACIÓN YAND
REPRESENTACIÓN
PRE-SCHOOL
EDUCACIÓNEDUCATION
INFANTIL
CONTENTS
CONTENIDOS

ACTIVITIES
ACTIVIDADES

FIRST
CYCLE
PRIMER
CICLO

BLOCK 1:
BLOQUE
VERBAL1:
COMUNICACIÓN
COMMUNICATION
VERBAL

BLOQUE
BLOCK 2:2:
OTRAS FORMS
FORMASOF
DE
OTHER
COMUNICACIÓN:
COMMUNICATION:
PLÁSTICA,
MUSICAL
ART, MUSICAL
AND Y
CORPORAL
CORPORAL

Desarrollo development
progresivo of comprede
la
Progressive
comprensión
de la
hension
andy expresión
expression
oflengua
oral
oral
en
situaciones
de
comunicación
language in customary communicahabituales
para to
denominar
realidad,
tion
situations
refer to la
reality,
to
comunicar
necesidades
y
sentimientos,
convey needs and feelings, evoke
evocar experiencias,
medio
experiences,
as a waycomo
of regulating
para regular
la propia
y la de
one's
own conduct
andconducta
that of others.
los demás.
Interpreting
images
and beginning
to
Interpretación
de imágenes
e inicio
differentiate
between
different
forms
en la diferenciación
entre
las distintas
of
graphical
expression
(drawings,
formas de expresión grá�ica (dibujos,
numbers,
language, etc.).
números, written
lengua escrita…).

Paying
attention
and developing
an interAtención
e interés
por la escucha
y
est
in listening
to and remembering
diffeevocación
de textos
diversos: cuentos,
rent
texts:
stories, poems,
songs, tongue
poesías,
canciones,
rimas, trabalenguas,
twisters,
verses,
riddles,
descriptions,
etc.
adivinanzas, descripciones…
Interest
in artistic
expression
andy
Interés por
la expresión
plástica
respect
for las
one's
own productions
respeto por
producciones
propias
and
those
of
others.
y de los demás.
Exploring
the
possibilities
of the
Exploración
desound
las posibilidades
sonoras
voice,
of
one's
own
body,
of
day-to-day
de la voz, del propio cuerpo, de objetos
objects
andymusical
instruments.
cotidianos
de instrumentos
musicales.

SEGUNDO
SECONDCICLO
CYCLE
Comprehension
simple
texts:
Comprensión de of
textos
oralesoral
sencillos:
BLOCK 1:
descriptions,
stories,
songs,
poems,
descripciones,tales,
relatos,
cuentos,
canciones,
BLOQUE:
1
sayings,
riddles,
etc.
VERBAL
LANGUAGE.
rimas, refranes, adivinanzas…
LENGUAJESPEAKING
VERBAL.
LISTENING,
Escucha, comprensión global,
ESCUCHAR,
HABLAR Listening, overall comprehension, memoAND
CONVERSING.
memorización
y recitado
de ofalgunos
rising
and reciting
fragments
songs,
Y CONVERSAR.
fragmentos
de
canciones,
cuentos,
stories, poetry or verses.
poesías o rimas.

Performing
productionsplásticas
with a
Realizaciónartistic
de producciones
range
of
different
materials
and
techniques.
con materiales y técnicas diversas.
BLOCK
3:
BLOQUE 3:
Exploring
the sound
of the
Exploración
de laspossibilities
posibilidades
voice,
of
one's
own
body,
of
day-to-day
ARTISTIC
LENGUAJELANGUAGE
ARTÍSTICO sonoras de la voz, del propio cuerpo,
materials
and objects
and musical
instrude materiales
y objetos
cotidianos
y
ments.
de instrumentos musicales.
Representación
situaciones
reales
Representing
real de
or imaginary
situations
BLOCK 4:4 :
BLOQUE
o
imaginarias
y
personajes
a
través
and characters through symbolic games.
BODY LANGUAGE
LENGUAJE
CORPORAL del juego simbólico.
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I1,
I4, AI1
E1,I2,
E2,I3,
E3,AT4,
Cw4,AT1,
Cw1, E4,
Cc1

P1,
P1,Cw1,
AT1,E4,
I4,P2
P2
E1,I2,
E2,I3,
E3,AT4,
Cw4,AT1,
Cw1, E4,
Cc1
I1,
I4, AI1
P1,
P1, Cw4,
AT4, Cw1,
AT1,P2
P2
I1, Cw1,
AT1, Cc1
AI1
E1,
E1,I2,
E2,I3,
E3,AT4,
Cw4,AT1,
Cw1, E4,
Cc1
I1,
I4, AI1
E1,
I1, Cc1
AI1
Cw4, AT1,
Cw1, P2
AT4,
P2
E1,
I1, Cw4,
AT4, Cw1
AT1
AI3,P2,
P2,
AT3
Cc3,
Cw3
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8. ASSESSMENT
8.1. ASSESSING THE STUDENT
The knowledge and skills gained by students are assessed:
At the beginning of the activity in Ataria. Stories are used as a resource in order to
determine the knowledge, expectations and experiences of the students who come to visit
the centre.
At the end of the day, through questions-answers on the subjects that have been
worked on, the acquisition both of knowledge (living beings-inert beings, animals-plants, etc. )
and skills (observation of surroundings, use of senses other than sight, etc.) are assessed.
In subsequent activities, the choice of an ending for the story involves bearing in mind
several factors relating to the level of sensitivity and awareness of students in favour of the
natural world and of the beings that live in it.
Changes of attitudes are difficult to assess in activities of such short duration, as these are
long-term objectives. This activity represents a small contribution to this overall educational
process to which other experiences of life and learning also contribute.

8.2. TEACHER ASSESSMENT
Teachers use a questionnaire to assess the contents, organisation and pedagogic aspects
of the activities. This is optional, but we are grateful for any collaboration in order to make
continuous improvements to the programme.
The questionnaire with the teacher's assessment can be seen in appendix III.

8.3. INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
The team of educators responsible for developing the project carries out a daily
assessment of the development of activities, incorporating proposals for improvement.
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9. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
9.1. ABOUT SALBURUA AND ATARIA
www.ataria.es
http://blogs.vitoria-gasteiz.org/ataria/
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/anilloWeb
9.2. ABOUT RELATED SUBJECTS
www.ramsar.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org
www.vitoria-gasteiz.org/cea
www.birdingeuskadi.net
www.euskalnatura.net
www.biodiversidadvirtual.org

10. APPENDICES
10.1. APPENDIX I: POWER POINT I AND TEACHER GUIDE
Power Point to see and work with students before the visit to Salburua.
10.2. APPENDIX II: POWER POINT II AND TEACHER GUIDE
Power Point to see and work with students after the visit to Salburua.
10.3. APPENDIX III: TEACHER ASSESSMENT.
Questionnaire to attain the teacher’s assessment of the activities carried out.
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SCREEN 1.
Once upon a time there was a park called Salburua,
consisting of lakes, woods and meadows in which many
animals and plants lived.

SCREEN 2.
One day in February, Pospolo's father and mother met in
Salburua and decided to build a nest high up in a tree.

SCREEN 3.
Mother laid four eggs. For a number of weeks, Pospolo’s
mother and father incubated the eggs and a few days later
one of the eggs began to move.

1

SCREEN 4.
Pospolo's mother and father watched as their first son
emerged from the egg. They called him Pospolo because
he came out of the egg with thin, straight legs as if they
were matches.

SCREEN 5.
His brothers and sisters were born during the hours that
followed. When he saw his brothers and sisters, Pospolo
noticed that they were different from his parents. Their
colour was different and their feathers were different. His
mother explained that when herons are born they are
brown and when they become adults, they gradually
change colour and feathers grow on their heads.
Pospolo was the first to be born and the first to discover all
of Salburua's secrets.
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3 ENDINGS FOR THE STORY
SCREEN 6.
One day, something very strange happened in
Salburua. A large number of people wearing overalls
appeared to work and they began making a lot of noise
with huge machines.

SCREEN 7.
Posposlo felt very afraid but he plucked up enough
courage to ask one of them what they were doing. The
response was clear:
-We’re going to drain the lakes, cut down the trees
and build a new residential area in Salburua with more
and more houses, and a nice little park.
Pospolo flew off to tell the other animals in Salburua and
this is what happened:

SCREEN 8. (Ending 1)
All the animals of Salburua met and began to think
about what to do in view of the situation: Some of them
thought they would have to fight, to face up to the
machines, others thought they would speak to the
humans to make them understand that Salburua was
home for a lot of living beings, but finally they decided to
leave Salburua, to leave their home.
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SCREEN 9. (Ending 1)
The wild boars, among them Eli, decided they would escape to
the nearby woods, Lobato and the other ducks thought that they
would go to the river….. every animal tried to find a place to live
and Pospolo had to do the same.
Just a short time later, Salburua no longer looked like the place it
used to be. There were hardly any animals and all the trees that
once stood there had gone. There were only houses and more
houses. Pospolo and his friends never saw each other again
and always remembered how happy they were in Salburua.

SCREEN 10. (Ending 2)
When Pospolo was telling the animals what was going to
happen, a group of boys and girls who had come to visit
Salburua, passed by. As they loved animals, they
approached in silence, without being heard, in order to
see them better. They heard everything that was going on
and understood that the animals would have to leave.

SCREEN 11. (Ending 2)
The boys and girls decided to tell their friends. They went
to their schools and between all of them prepared some
banners to tell people what was going to happen in
Salburua. They told their teachers, their parents, and so
on. They formed groups and stood at the entrances to
Salburua with the banners so that everyone could see
them.
Some adults took no notice of them, but many others did
and in the end they were able to stop the project. Salburua
would go on being like it was then, a place full of animals
and plants.
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SCREEN 12. (Ending 3)
When Pospolo returned with the other animals and told
them what he had heard they were very afraid because
they thought their home was going to be destroyed.
They all agreed to fight to force the machines to leave
Salburua.
The workers on their terrible machines of destruction
hardly noticed the presence of the animals and had they
not got out of the way would have run them over.
Hearing all the noise, several boys and girls
approached.

SCREEN 13. (Ending 3)
When the animals saw them, they asked the boys and
girls for help. The boys and girls reacted by calling all
their friends and held each other by the hand to form a
human chain around the machines. The workers were
afraid and as they couldn’t continue their work, they left.
There was such an uproar that the whole city found out
what had happened and decided that from that day on
they would look after Salburua so that nothing like that
would ever happen again.
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TEACHER ASSESSMENT

DATE: ...................................................................................................................
SCHOOL: ..............................................................................................................
PERSON RESPONSIBLE: .........................................................................................
LEVEL: ..................................................................................................................

Asebetetze maila

Level of satisfaction

Level of satisfaction
How baloratzen
do you assess…
Nola
duzu...

TXIKIA

HANDIA

LOW

ALTA

HIGH

BAJA

¿Cómo valoras….

1

...
antolaketa?
...jardueraren
the organisation
of the activity?
… la organización de la actividad?

1

2

3

4

5

2

...
egokitasuna
programaren
... lekuaren
the place?
Does it respond
to the beharretarako?
requirements of the programme?
… el lugar? ¿Se ajusta a las necesidades del programa?

1

2

3

4

5

3

... hezitzaileen lana?
... the work of the educators?
… la labor de los/as educadores/as?

1

2

3

4

5

4

...
egokitasuna?
... curriculumarekiko
the appropriateness
of the activity for the curriculum?
… la adecuación de la actividad a los curriculos?

1

2

3

4

5

5

… ekint z aren edukiak?

1

2

3

4

5

... the contents of the activity?

… los contenidos de la actividad?

6

...
aldezknowledge
aurreko ezagutzak?
Aintzat Was
hartzen
dira?into account?
...ikasleen
the previous
of the students?
it taken
... los conocimientos previos del alumnado? ¿Se han tenido en cuenta?

1

2

3

4

5

7

...
denboralizazioa?
Egokia
da?
...aktibitatearen
the time dedicated
to the activity?
Is it appropriate?
… la temporalización de la actividad? ¿Es adecuada?

1

2

3

4

5

Eragina izan du ekintzak hurrengo helburuak lortzeko?

Has the activity contributed to making the students…
¿La actividad ha contribuido a que los escolares…..

8

Ingurumen-arazoak ezagutzea
... recognise the environmental problems of their surroundings?
… reconozcan los problemas ambientales de su entorno?

1

2

3

4

5

9

Talde-lana
baloratzea,
solidarioak
hartzea
… attitude, etc.?
... recognise
the valuejarrera
of teamwork,
adopt
a caring
... valoren el trabajo en equipo, adopten actitudes solidarias, etc.?

1

2

3

4

5

... adopt habits
and conducts
are favourable
to environmental
10 Ingurumena
zaintzeko
jarrera etathat
ohitura
egokiak hartzea.
conservation?
…
adopten hábitos y conductas favorables a la conservación del medio

1

2

3

4

5

ambiente?
Hurrengo urtean parte hartzeko prest izango zinateke?
Would you be willing to take part next year?
¿Estarías dispuesto a participar el próximo año?
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BAI
SI

YES

EZ
NO

NO

ALDERDI SENDOAK/
FORTALEZAS DE ESTA ACTIVIDAD:
STRENGTHS
OF THIS ACTIVITY:

WEAKNESSES
OF THIS
ACTIVITY: DE ESTA ACTIVIDAD:
ALDERDI AHULAK/
DEBILIDADES

SUGGESTIONS: /SUGERENCIAS:
IRADOKIZUNAK
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